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Emirates Skywards Blue
The perfect welcome to our award-winning programme, Skywards Blue is the first tier of membership on
your Skywards journey.
What to expect:
Enjoy instant access to travel benefits from the moment you join. From complimentary seat selection and
discounted lounge access, for both you and a traveling guest, to unlimited wifi when flying First or
Business class, you’ll gain rewards with every flight as a Skywards Blue member.
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Emirates Skywards Silver
Reach the shining benefits of Skywards Silver, when you earn 25,000 tier miles or take 25 flights.
What to expect:
Enjoy all the benefits of a Blue tier membership, plus extra silver trimmings. Access instant upgrades
using Skywards Miles, and pack up your extra baggage allowance. Not to mention a 25% bonus miles on
Emirates flights, complimentary Business Class lounge access for members and their guests, and so
much more.
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Emirates Skywards Gold
Earn 50,000 miles or take 50 flights, and experience the glow of Gold membership.
What to expect:
Gain access to some of the highest and most exclusive premium services when you reach the Skywards
Gold membership tier. As well as Blue and Silver benefits, enjoy even more additional baggage
allowance, unlimited free wifi on board, 50% bonus Skywards miles on Emirates flights, and some of the
best travel advantages in the world.
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Emirates Skywards Platinum

Our highest membership tier, Skywards Platinum rewards our most frequent flyers with infinite benefits
and an entirely exclusive Emirates flight experience.
What to expect:
Earn 150,000 miles and reach Skywards Platinum membership status. In addition to Blue, Silver and
Gold benefits combined, Platinum members enjoy platinum treatment with First-Class check-in, increased
baggage allowance and delivery, as well as our most flexible and extensive seat selection. Look forward
to 75% bonus Skywards Miles, Gold tier membership for a partner or friend, Business Class lounge
access for you and your guest, and more.

